
Writing a CV



CV vs resume



The Basic CV Format

．Contact information

．Summary

．Experience

．Achievements

．Academic background

．Skills

．References



Contact information

．Name

．Post address

．Email address

．Phone number

．LinkedIn URL or skype account

It’s not advised to include personal details such as your date of birth, marital status 
or religion.



Summary 

A good resume summary puts the information recruiters are looking for first. 

A resume summary is a short introduction highlighting your career progress and 
skill set.

All you had to do at the beginning of a resume is to write a one-liner that 
tells the recruiter:
● Who you are
● Why you want the job



How to create a concise summary?



Step 1. Find out your selling points

Ask yourself: 
 
● What are my brightest moments? 
● What am I proud of achieving? 
● What do I love most about what I do? 
● What do I do best?



Can't find your strengths?

 

Ask a few people who know you the best.

Split them into two groups. 
a. People you connect with on a deep level of love.
b. People you are close with, but you are a bit different in lifestyle and personality.



Step 2. Scan the job post - Find out what the employer needs

Ask yourself:
 
● Who are they looking for?
● What value do they want an employee to provide?
● What extra skills or qualities not listed would add unexpected value?



Step 3. Research the Job - Find Out What is Valuable
Find a few similar job posts. Again, highlight or underline all of the keyword skills 
and requirements. Compare the new keywords to those in your job description. 

Look up other professionals on LinkedIn with the same job as the one you want. 
Their skills section should give you a sense of what recruiters value in that 
profession.



Step 4. Tailor Your List - Make Your Skills List a Recruiter’s Wish List

Ask yourself:

● Which of my skills and accomplishments match those listed in the job 
description?

● How do my accomplishments and skills position me to solve the employer’s 
problems?

● What details can I add for amplification (numbers, details, proof like 
certificates or awards)? 



Experience and employment history
This section gives you a chance to outline your previous jobs, internships, and work experience

● your experience should be listed in reverse chronological order

● state your job title and the dates you worked, followed by your responsibilities

● choose the duties most relevant to the job you’re applying for, especially if it’s a long list

You can experiment with the format, but in this section, bullet points are useful for clarity and highlighting 

key skills.

Take the chance to showcase your strongest areas and your achievements in previous positions.



Education

Your education should be listed in reverse chronological order. 

Include the name of the institutions and the dates you were there, followed by the 

grades you achieved. If you have a lot of qualifications, there’s no need to list 

them all; just choose the most relevant. If you have a degree, you could list a few 

of the most relevant modules you took.

Bullet points are useful in this section.



Achievements

You might look at this section and think you have no achievements, but 

achievements don’t have to be formal awards. If you’ve done anything you’re 

particularly proud of, like completing a project or receiving a promotion, you can 

and should include it.

It’s only going to help the recruiter build a picture of you and your successes, so 

don’t worry about what qualifies as an achievement — if you’re proud of it, let 

them know.



References

Your referees should be your previous employers or your educational tutors, but 

there’s no need to list all their details in this section. A person’s name, physical 

address, contact number, and email address are common things to include. 

Something like the following is fine:

John Smith (Head of Sales) - Sales Company Ltd, john.smith@sc.co.uk

Or, you can save space by simply stating:

References available upon request.

Recruiters can then ask for more information if and when they need it.



Tips for CV Success

Be creative: Experiment with the format of your CV and try to add your personal 

flair to the layout.

Be careful: If you choose a more creative format for your CV, don’t let it be 

detrimental — don’t choose anything too distracting or difficult to read from.

Proofread: Make sure you triple check your CV; you don’t want avoidable errors 

to hinder your chances before you’re even through the door. Have someone else 

check over it, too.



Tips for CV Success

Don’t make it too long: Your CV should be no longer than one or two A4 pages. 

Recruiters aren’t likely to have the time to read five pages, no matter how talented 

you are.

Tailor each CV: Every CV you send out should be tailored to the role you’re 

applying for. Choose relevant examples and skills to demonstrate why you’re the 

best person for the job.

https://www.cv-library.co.uk/career-advice/cv-help/tailor-your-cv-different-jobs/


Tips for CV Success

Keep it up-to-date: Update your CV whenever you gain a new skill or 

qualification. Remember that your career goals may change over time and that 

your CV should reflect this. 

Sending your CV online: In today’s digital world, it’s likely that you’ll be sending 

your CV via email or through a job board like CV-Library. Save your CV with the 

.PDF file extension to ensure that recruiters can open it on any device. A PDF will 

also maintain formatting, so you can be sure that employers are seeing your CV 

as you intended.



FAQs
Should I include a picture?

This is becoming an increasingly important discussion in the recruitment world — 

should CVs include pictures? With access to social media profiles, some argue 

that putting a picture on your CV doesn’t make much difference. Others argue that 

it could lead to discrimination. It’s ultimately your choice, but common practice is 

not to include a picture.

If you do decide to attach a picture of yourself, make sure it’s a professional one 

— perhaps a professional headshot or LinkedIn photo. Snapchat selfies aren’t 

going to make the best impression.



FAQs
Should I use bullet points or paragraphs?

Bullet points can help to divide the layout of your CV and make it look clearer, 

especially in the Experience and Education sections. They can also draw attention 

to certain skills and key points. Paragraphs work better for your personal profile, 

but if you’re being creative with the style, you might play around with this format.

It’s up to you, but bullet points can help to prevent your CV from being one big 

block of text.



FAQs
How far back should my employment history go?

Your employment history should go back no further than the last ten years; an 

exception could be made if you’ve completed a very long stint within a company. 

But if you’ve had numerous jobs, you shouldn’t worry about going any further than 

ten years.



Common resume mistakes
● Too many colors and fonts
● Unconventional fonts
● Elaborate borders
● Colored or needlessly fancy paper
● Too many sections
● Unnecessary images
● Inconsistent formatting



Common resume mistakes

Typos and grammatical errors
Probably the most obvious of all resume tips: It needs to be grammatically perfect. If it isn't, employers will read between the 

lines and draw not-so-flattering conclusions about you, like, "This person can't write," or, "This person obviously doesn't 

care."

Lack of specifics

Employers need to understand what you've done and accomplished. For example:

A. Worked with employees in a restaurant setting

B. Recruited, hired, trained and supervised more than 20 employees in a restaurant with $2 million in annual sales

Both of these phrases could describe the same person, but the details and specifics in example B will more likely grab an 

employer's attention.



Common resume mistakes

Attempting the "one–size–fits–all" approach
Whenever you try to develop a one-size-fits-all resume to send to all employers, 

you almost always end up with something employers will toss in the recycle bin. 

Employers want you to write a resume specifically for them. They expect you to 

clearly show how and why you fit the position in a specific organization.



Common resume mistakes

Highlighting duties instead of accomplishments

It's easy to slip into a mode where you simply start listing job duties on your resume. For example:

● Attended group meetings and recorded minutes
● Worked with children in a day-care setting
● Updated departmental files

Employers, however, don't care so much about what you've done as what you've accomplished in your 

various activities. They're looking for statements more like these:

● Recorded weekly meeting minutes and compiled them in a Microsoft Word-based file for future 
organizational reference

● Developed three daily activities for preschool-age children and prepared them for a 10-minute 
holiday programme performance

● Reorganized 10 years worth of unwieldy files, making them easily accessible to department 
members



Common resume mistakes

Going on too long or cutting things too short

Despite what you may read or hear, there are no real rules governing resume length. Why? Because 

human beings, who have different preferences and expectations where resumes are concerned, will be 

reading it.

That doesn't mean you should start sending out five-page resumes, of course. Generally speaking, you 

usually need to limit yourself to a maximum of two pages. But don't feel you have to use two pages if one 

will do. Conversely, don't cut the meat out of your resume simply to make it conform to an arbitrary 

one-page standard.



Common resume mistakes

No action verbs

Avoid using phrases like "responsible for." Instead, use action verbs: "Resolved user questions as part of 

an IT help desk serving 4,000 students and staff."

Leaving off important information

You may be tempted, for example, to eliminate mention of the jobs you've taken to earn extra money for 

school. Typically, however, the soft skills you've gained from these experiences (e.g., work ethic, time 

management) are more important to employers than you might think.



Common resume mistakes

Visually too busy

If your resume is wall-to-wall text featuring five different fonts, it will most likely give the employer a 

headache. So show your resume to several other people before sending it out. Do they find it visually 

attractive? If what you have is hard on the eyes, revise.



Tips for writing an effective resume
Format Your Resume Wisely "Do the Hiring Managers" Work for Them

No matter how well written, your resume won't get a thorough reading the first time 
through. Generally a resume gets scanned for 25 seconds. Scanning is more 
difficult if it is hard to read, poorly organized or exceeds two pages.

● Use a logical format and wide margins, clean type and clear headings
● Selectively apply bold and italic typeface that help guide the reader's eye
● Use bullets to call attention to important points (i.e. accomplishments)



Tips for writing an effective resume
Identify Accomplishments not Just Job Descriptions

Hiring managers, especially in technical fields like engineering, seek candidates that can 
help them solve a problem or satisfy a need within their company. Consequently, you can't 
be a solution to their problems without stating how you solved similar problems in other 
companies and situations.

● Focus on what you did in the job, NOT what your job was, there's a difference
● Include a one or two top line job description first, then list your accomplishments
● For each point ask yourself, What was the benefit of having done what I did?
● Accomplishments should be unique to you, not just a list of what someone else did
● Avoid using the generic descriptions of the jobs you originally applied for or held



Tips for writing an effective resume
Quantify Your Accomplishments

Q: What's the most common resume mistake?

A: Making too many general claims and using too much industry jargon that does not market the 
candidate. A resume is a marketing document designed to sell your skills and strengths rather than 
just portray a bio of the candidate.

● Include and highlight specific achievements that present a comprehensive picture of your 
marketability

● Quantify your achievements to ensure greater confidence in the hiring manager and thereby 
generate interest percentages, dollars, number of employees, etc.

● Work backwards to quantify your accomplishments by asking, If I had not done X, what could 
have happened?



Tips for writing an effective resume
Cater Your Resume for the Industry

Unlike advertising and design professionals who have greater creative license in 
designing their resume for those fields, the mechanical engineering industry won't 
be impressed and may be turned off by distinctive resume design.

● Err on the side of being conservative stylistically
● Your accomplishments, error-free writing, grammatically-correct, clean, crisp 

type and paper will make the impression for you



Tips for writing an effective resume
Replace your Objective" with a "Career Summary"

A Career Summary is designed to give a brief overview of who you are and what 
you do. Most Objectives sound similar: Seeking a challenging, interesting position 
in X where I can use my skills of X, Y, and Z to contribute to the bottom line. Not 
telling at all.

● Grab a hiring manager's attention right from the beginning, remembering you 
have only 25 few seconds to make a good impression

● Spend time developing a summary that immediately gets their attention, and 
accurately and powerfully describes you as a solution to their problems



Tips for writing an effective resume
Network. Network. Network.

For unemployed candidates, handing out resumes should be a full-time job. The 
majority of mid- to senior-level positions are filled through networking, so contact 
absolutely everyone you know in addition to recruiters who are in a position to hire 
you or share insights. Networking can include

● Personal business contacts, people you've worked for or who worked for you
● Vendors and sales representatives you've dealt with in the past five years
● People listed in the alumni directory of your alma mater



How to Write a Simple Resume

A simple resume is about more than just layout. There should be simplicity in your phrasing 

too.

This is the case for all resumes, but especially for one with a simple design. Don’t hide your 

impressive experience under flowery language or long sentences. State things simply so 

employers can easily learn about you.

It may be tempting to add detail with more words, but wordiness will only make your resume 

look messy. Keep in mind that many job applications will also require a cover letter, where 

you can add more detail about your experience. It doesn’t all need to go on your resume.

Use active verb forms and short sentences or bullet points when describing things like skills 

or achievements. Find places to cut or reword. It’s okay to use sentence fragments in your 

bullet points.



What makes an unbeatable resume?

● It has to be simple. No more than two pages. The average resume gets read 
in 10 seconds. Be sure the content is on a level any high school senior could 
understand. In other words, the person looking at your resume should be able 
to easily understand exactly who you have worked for and what that company 
does.

● Avoid the fancy-schmancy layout, font, and other special effects. Stick to 
traditional font of Times New Roman, 9 to 12 point size, and black type 
against a white paper. You might try a different type size for your name and 
the companies you have worked for, perhaps your title. But try to be 
consistent. Go easy on boldface type, italics, and underlining.



What makes an unbeatable resume?

● Prepare it in a simple Word format that can easily be viewed on most 
computers. Not a table format or template.

● Use a reverse chronological order. List your present, or most recent job, first, 
and then work backwards. You state the complete name of the company you 
work for, or have worked for, and what they do, how long you were 
there–month and year. Then list the position you held and your 
accomplishments. You don’t have to use full sentences. Begin with verbs. 
“Managed company tax reporting, finance, invoicing, purchasing,” for 
example.



What makes an unbeatable resume?

● Stories sell. Numbers, statistics, percentages get attention if you put in bold 
type. Increased profit by this 28%. Came under budget by 30%. If you were 
born and raised on chicken farm, note it on your résumé.

● Fuzzy key words and phrases should be avoided. These include 
customer-oriented, excellent communications skills, and creative. These 
words lack meaning and do absolutely nothing to help you get an interview.

● Use words that refer to titles - customer service, controller, manager, 
accountant.

● Get the photos off your resume. You are looking for a job, not a date.









How should my CV look like?
It all depends on what kind of position you want to apply for.
 

For most of positions (sales, marketing)

CV should be simple & professional   
 
For creativity oriented positions (any kind of designers, teachers)

CV could be creative & personal  



Professional but not boring



Be creative  


